
 

Digital Piano

CSP Series

CVP Series

CLP Series

- For piano learners/players in various level
- Up to 6 colour variations to choose from, to 

match with your interior design and home style

Perfect Fit if
- You want to play your favourite song but do 

not know how to read the score
- You like the intuitive control with smart device

- Wide selections of instruments voices and 
many different genres of accompaniment 
styles to enjoy any types of music

More models available.  Prices vary depending on 
colour of model.  Check in-store for more details.

Model Offer U.P.
CLP-625 $2,025 $2,250
CLP-635 $2,400 $2,700
CLP-645 $2,980 $3,400
CLP-675 $3,980 $4,600
CLP-685 $5,300 $6,050 

Model Offer U.P.
CSP-150 $3,580 $3,900
CSP-170 $4,780 $5,200

Model Offer U.P.
CVP-701 $3,600 $4,100
CVP-705 $5,720 $6,500
CVP-709 $8,270 $9,400
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FREE 
Headphone

FREE 
Headphone

FREE 
Headphone

1 User Session

iPad

Special   PWP   offer
Matching Colour Yamaha Adjustable 
Piano Bench @ $150 (U.P. $220)
Applicable for selected models.  For dark walnut colour 
piano, the available adjustable bench option is black colour.



Model Offer U.P.
CSP-150 $3,580 $3,900
CSP-170 $4,780 $5,200

Model Offer U.P.
CVP-701 $3,600 $4,100
CVP-705 $5,720 $6,500
CVP-709 $8,270 $9,400

NP-12
(61 keys)

$280 

U.P.  $320

PSR-E363 
(61 keys / 
Touch- sensitive) 

$315 

U.P.  $360

NP-32 
(76 Keys / Graded 
Soft Touch)

$475 

U.P.  $540

SpecialKEYBOARD

Overtrade
PROgram

ELB-02 
 (STAGEA   Basic   Model) 

$2,880 

U.P.  $3,200
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Portable Keyboard
Electone

ADDITIONAL
DISCOUNT$500

ADDITIONAL
DISCOUNT$200

Trade in your pre-loved keyboard for 
special discounts

DIGITAL    PIANO

Portable    
Keyboard

Electone

acoustic    piano

OLD

Not   in   Use

Need   to 
Upgrade

Not   Working
When the overtrade set is a portable keyboard, the discount will be 50% of the mentioned value.
Other terms & conditions apply. Check in-store for more details.

(cvp series)
(ELS-02,02C/ELC-02)

If   you   own . . . If   you   are   purchasing . . .

(cSp series)

(cLp series)
(eLB-02)


